Working Group 3
Mobility Management and Land Use Planning
Present Scenarios

1. Need for greater coordination in implementation of plants and strategies at ground level

2. Unify structure of implementation with greater alignment at all levels

3. Impact analysis and assessment lacking

4. More creative thinking and alternative options in our approach towards problem solving
Present Scenarios

5. No National Transport Policy

6. Project decision should rely upon EIA approval and not vice-versa

7. Decision should move sensitized towards human needs – example: Disabled.
Options/alternatives and Strategic interventions
POSSIBLE POLICY MEASURE

1. Strengthen the local planning and implementation capacity by formal and informal participation of all stakeholders

2. Make decision making transparent

3. Policy to integrate physical planning with socio-economic, and environmental impact
Options/alternatives and Strategic interventions
POSSIBLE POLICY MEASURE

4. Review existing plan (local land use plan)
   • Achievement
   • Changes of vision
   • Should be transparent
   • Public involvement
   • Published report
Options/alternatives and Strategic interventions
POSSIBLE POLICY MEASURE

5. Produce and published report – Status of implementation
   • Open discussion
Stakeholder

1. Government – Federal, State, Local
2. Public – NGOs, Assoc., Disables
3. Business /commercials – Local, international
4. Service Provider
5. Shop Owner
6. Academician
Step and Possible Priority

Major Steps – Commercial Centre – Bandar Indra Mahkota

1. Identify Committee (public rep, Commercial, NGOs)
   a) State Gov
   b) PTG
   c) D.O
   d) State JPBD
   e) All Tech Dept
   f) Local Authority
   g) HAD
   h) Res-rep
   i) Chamber of Commerce
   j) Shoppe owner rep
   k) Consumer Assoc.
Step and Possible Priority

Major Steps – Commercial Centre – Bandar Indra Mahkota

1. Identify Committee (public rep, Commercial, NGOs)
   I) Disable Communities Rep – Special Needs
Step and Possible Priority
Major Steps – Commercial Centre – Bandar Indra Mahkota

2. Identify function / role of committee
   
   a) Review and produce report on implementation
   b) Disseminate info on regular basis
   c) Conduct consultation
   d) Monitoring exercise
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